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Dear Lauren

Notification N94030 Iodged by Vero lnsurance Limited

I refer to your, Darrell Channing's, and Jackson Mallory's telephone conversat¡on with
David Starkoff on 3 August 2009, your email to David Starkoff on 4 August 2009, and your
subsequent email correspondence.

Vero's response is set out below.

Vero products to be included in any bundle

ln your email, you state that Vero's notification "does not identify ... which [Vero] products

will be included in any bundle".

ln the notification, the Vero products to which the notification is to apply are "insurance-
related goods and services (or certain insurance-related goods and services)". Vero is
authorised as a general insurer under lhe lnsurance Act 1973 (Cth). lt carries on a general

insurance business.

Vero anticipates that the services it will provide in accordance with the notification will
mostly be policies of insurance.

Third party products to be bundled

The ACCC is also concerned that the notification "does not identify ... the products of third
parties that may be bundled".

Vero has some difficulty in addressing this concern comprehensively, as BankWest is not a
related body corporate to Vero, and Vero does not control BankWest's operations.
However, Vero understands that BankWest, as an authorised deposittaking institution
under the Banking Act 1959 (Cth), generally offers financial products (eg, loans, banking
accounts).

Vero's experience has been that the BankWest services included in the discount bundle
are financial services (often loans).

Vero anticipates that, in general, the discounted Vero product will be related to the
BankWest product. For example, in notification N93949 (lodged on 21 April 2009), the
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BankWest product was a personal loan and the discounted Vero product was motor vehicle
ínsurance.

Details of any incentive that may be offered

Your email stated that the notification "does not identify ... the details of any incentive that
may be offered".

ln general, Vero anticipates that the incentive it offers will be in the form of a discount or
rebate. Again, as an example, in notification N93949, the incentive was one month of free
insurance cover in a one-year policy (le, an effective discount or rebate of approximately
8.3o/o).

The specific incentive will vary from promotion to promotion.

Conclusion

Vero trusts that this further information contains sufficient information to assist the ACCC in

assessing the public benefits and detriments flowing from the conduct.

Vero emphasises that, as set out in the notification, it is unaware of any public detriments
that willflow from the conduct. No customer (either a BankWest customer or a Vero
customer) is obliged to acquire products from another person. The customers who choose
to take advantage of the discount will receive a clear benefit. The customers who choose
not to are no worse off. The notified conduct is unlikely to affect the competitive dynamics
in the financial and insurance markets, each of which is robustly competitive with well-
funded and aggressive participants.

Gonfidentiality

This letter is not confidential. Vero does not object to it being included on the ACCC's
website or public register.

Yours sincerely

PP d þþü
Partner

copy: Darrell Channing, ACCC, by email, darrell.channing@accc.gov.au

Jackson Mallory, ACCC, by email, jackson.mallory@accc.gov.au
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